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__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Abstract: There are many types of I-steel and wide use. The geometric model of I-steel is 

established by using 3D modeling software SolidWorks, and HM is used to divide the grid of 

I-steel, to set up unit type and material property, and to analyze it with ANSYS. According to 

the actual situation of I-beam, carry out static analysis of I-beam. The results of static analysis 

show that the bending parts of I-steel are the most prone to occur, which has some reference 

value for engineering application[1] [2]. 
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__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

1. INTRODUCTION 

With the progress of science and technology, a large number of new materials, new 

technologies and new theories are sprung up. The structure of I-steel has been developed 

rapidly. It has a reasonable force, material saving, various forms, novel modeling and wide 

application. It has become the latest achievement in the field of architecture. The use of steel 

beam in engineering construction can not only improve its bearing capacity, but also improve 

its stiffness. The relative improvement of stiffness is of great significance to the realization of 

large span steel beams. These researches are of great help to engineering applications. The steel 

structure system has the advantages of light weight, good ductility, easy installation, short 

construction period, good seismic performance, rapid recovery of investment, less 

environmental pollution, damaged or scrap engineering and renewable utilization of steel. 

Therefore, the steel structure is vigorously developed all over the world. The century. In this 

paper, the static analysis of the steel beam is carried out, and the stress and strain distribution of 

the steel beam in the static condition is analyzed, which provides the theoretical basis for the 

design and manufacture of the steel beam. 

2. THE ESTABLISHMENT OF 3D SOLID MODEL 

Through 3D modeling software SolidWorks, the I-steel solid modeling is carried out. Import 

the model into ANSYS software. The simplified model is shown in Fig. 1. 
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3. STATICS ANALYSIS OF I-STEEL. 

It is used to solve the displacement, stress and force caused by external loads. Static analysis is 

very suitable for solving the problem that inertia and damping have no significant influence on 

the structure. The static analysis in the ANSYS program can be used not only for linear 

analysis, but also for nonlinear analysis, such as plasticity, creep, expansion, large deformation, 

large strain and contact analysis[3]. 

3.1 Material parameters 

Fig. 2 is a steel beam structure with section sizes: length L=1. 0 m, cross section height W3=0. 

2 m, cross section width W1=W2=0. 15m, web thickness t3=0.04m, flange thickness 

t1=t2=0.02 m. The other parameters are as follows: the material is Q345 steel, modulus of 

elasticity E=2.06E11, Poisson's ratio =0. 3, material density p= 7800 kg/m3, gravity 

acceleration n = 9.8 m/s2, force on the middle line on the surface of the I-beam, about 6000N, 

and downward. 

               
                 Fig. 1 3D model of I-bea              Fig. 2 Sematic graph of I-steel structure 

3.2 Selection of cell type, definition of material characteristics, mesh generation 

When using ANSYS analysis, the selected unit type is solid185, which is used to construct a 

three-dimensional solid structure. The unit is defined by 8 nodes, and each node has 3 degrees 

of freedom to move along the direction of X Y Z. The unit has super elasticity, stress 

toughening, creep, large deformation and large strain capacity. Hybrid models can be used to 

simulate almost incompressible Elastoplastic Materials and completely Incompressible 

Hyperelastic Materials. The material properties are defined according to the known parameters. 

HM presents a simple and easy-to-use advanced tool for users to build and edit CAE models. 

When creating 2D and 3D models, users can use various grid generation functions, as well as 

HM powerful grid automatic partitioning module. The grid is divided into 195000 cubes of 4 * 

4 * 4 by HM. The results are shown in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3 Partition grid 

3.3 Impose constraints 

According to the actual situation, it is necessary to add constraints to the boundary of the model 

to achieve the actual effect of simulation, so as to ensure that the model does not produce rigid 

displacement and is easy to calculate. The I-beam is fixed and displacement constraints are 

applied to the two sides of the I-beam. A distributed force load is applied on the surface of the 

I-beam, which is about 6000N and downward. Finally, the gravity load is added. 

3.4 Solution and post processing 

After solving finite element analysis with ANSYS software, the result of the solution can't be 

displayed intuitively, and the output result can only be displayed by the post processor. 

According to the actual situation of ANSYS has two kinds of post-processors, including 

post-processing generalizations, generic post-processors, and time history post-processing 

related commands. I-beam, carry out static analysis of I-beam. Post-processing is to see the 

results of the analysis, usually used to determine whether the grid is accurate, the analysis is 

correct or not, to obtain the response of the object to the load, thus guiding the design. No 

matter which processor, the typical post-processing is: reading the result file to the database, 

drawing the display or displaying the results required by the list. Through mechanical analysis, 

the deformation of I-beam is obtained. The maximum deformation is 0.007863m. As shown in 

Fig. 4, the change is not too large and meets the design requirements. As can be seen from Fig. 

5, the maximum stress that the I-beam can withstand is 14.3784 MPa, which is also the location 

where fatigue failure can easily occur. 

 
Fig. 4 Displacement vector graph 
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Fig. 5 Equal effect force cloud 

4. CONCLUSION 

(1) Using ANSYS to do static analysis of I-steel, the displacement vector diagram and 

equivalent stress cloud chart of I-beam are obtained. 

(2) The maximum stress value is less than the yield limit of itself, which is the strength 

condition that plastic material should meet. 
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